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Negeb by
thia ages
be inter

Sir Douglas Harris
tion. I think the
tested to read it.

who is an
Secretary

authority on
of State would

While it would appear that the Negeb is useless
to the Jews from the point of view of immigration its
possession by them would involve all sorts of strategic,
political and other considerations. Mr. Baxter has
pointed out some of these in his minute.

20th January,194.
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Dear Harold,

Jan1

EE6 2 1
s.- .....

r

14th,
1947.

A great deal of misleading prop-
aganda is being put out nowadays con-

cerning the potentialities of the Negeb.

I know the tract well and am astounded

at the descriptions of it which I some-

times read, descriptions obviously

written by people who have never been

near it.

I enclose a note
tried to put down, bri

ively, the true facts
discussed area. I t

might care to nave a c

in wnich I nave
efly and object-
about this much
thought that you
opy.

Yours ever,
X)OtOfC4 C9.- I

H. Beeley Esq., C.B.E.
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THE M92GE

In any discussion of the eoonoric absorptive

capacity of Palestine, the Negeb almost invariably figures

prominently.- But there are few who have any clear idea what the

term connotes.

2. The word "Negeb" is an old Hebrew appellation meaning

"the South" and covers no defined area. The recent "urvey of

Palestine" applies it to the whole of the Boersheia Sub-district,

and this is probably its widest proper connotation. It is more

commonly used to describe the waste land in the southern portion

of that Sub-district, Por present purposes, the definition in

the Survey may be accepted "and the Negeb be regarded as

synonymous with the Beersheba Sub-district.

3. For purposes of administration, Palestin is divided

into sixteen Sub-districts. Of these, the Beersheba Sub-district

occupies nearly half the country. The total area of Palstine is

6,581,000 acres of which the Beersheba Sub-district accounts for

3,144,OO0 acres. But, although its area is some four ten times

as great as that of a no Sub-district, its population is only

half that of an average Sub-district'elsewhere. ..

4. On the accompanying map, the northern boundary of the

Beersheba Sub-district is shown by the red dotted line, the

Sub-district being coloured partly in yellow and partly in green.

50. Within the area coloured yellow, which comprises

some 2,419,000 acres, or 77 per cent of the whole Sub-distict,

agriculture i: not .only non-existent but is virtually

impossible. I t consists of a wild confusion of bare limestone

hills, ranging up to 3,300 feet. in height, from which pract;islly

all traces of soil have disappeared as the result of thousands

of years of erosion by wind and water. M, r. G.E. Kirk, the

epigraphist attached to the Colt Expedition which excavated the.

town items in the northern Negeb, describes these hillS as

presenting/
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presenting "a bare, pale aspect, such as one might expect to find

in the Mioon". Few people have penetrated into the tract and

Mr. Kirk tells how a Moslem from Gaza who accompanied him, and

had expected the whole country to be .like the rolling plains

south-east of Gaza, was appalled by the sight of these miles of

rocky emptiness.

so No portion of this area has an average annual

rainfall of more than four inches, while much of1 it has less than

two; in other words, it is practically rainless Some- of t.e

Valleys have retained a .little soil in their beds; hinaf

cases this is sufficient to support small areas of' precao

agriculture but for the most part it does no more than bor a

scanty growth of scrub, which provides winter peature for the .

goats and camels of a few poor tribes. The extreme sOrcity of

water operates to reduce population to a minimum; the total

population of the tract is believed not to exceed 7OOO madsi

71Much has been made of the dcovey of the run o

Byzantipe towns in the area and pictures have been drawn of an

erstwhile flour shing, civil i station thYere raising th...eg et :3 hyu

this condition should not be produced today0  hes pi Ectr

receive hoee little support from archaelogists. T7er we &r

six such tows Khalas, ]u.heib, Au;a Va.SheitaAbd. and Qurnb,

the po si on o which is shon on: ihe ap E Avrli> ., o2fth

Pales t"in c hay2 ooical. Department , aftra fullV+,inao of

the sit'a e,. esiates tha.t'the yw holetrctma avesuprted aC

populi .on of a maximum of'X,0 to 100,000oulst.'o t }+ f.laort..

Precautio n, solving great skill and labou were taken

every drop ^f water In order to provide ustenancfo thi..>

number, but even dso Mr. Ai-Yonah calculas that t he w te sup[l'y
S r G 1. A. i rd r . c':: t ^. . . 4 .

at Sheita with a ppulaion of 8,OO0 tO 10,000 prons, cannot

have yielded d more than about a third of a gallon p

day. Life in the tract must then, s now, hae been xtrrly

difficult.

.,)/



8. One of the puzzles of the Negeb towns is why they
tame into existence and Mr. Kirk has recently put forward a theory

to acobunt forl them. He suggests that the population of the
southern Negeb in Roman times lived there not because they liked
it but because a totalitarian central government forced them to do
so. He thinks it likely that they were "armed settlers planted

there under military discipline, obliged to provide their own

livelihood and, in defending it, act as a first line of defenoe

for the province". He points out that there is no evidence of any
settled population or of any ccmparable activity in the tract in

the centuries either before or after the Roman coupation, . is

surely no coincidence" he writes "that i t occurred in the one
period when the country was subject to a strong central government

The inference is that the government compelled the settlers to win

a living from this harsh land, and that its object. in settling

them there was primarily strategic rather than eoonomie"

9. The possibility of--agripultural development in the

area is wholly excluded and, unless minerals are disoovered in it
(which there is no reason to think probable) it offr,-a no
advantages for development of any other kind. It could hardly be

more. inaccessible and day to day arrangements would be necessay
to supply the settlers with food and water in order to provide

even the most primitive standards of ivelihood. It is safe f
say that, viewed as an area capable of absorbing new immigration,

the southern Negeb must be written oft as useless,

100 This brings us to the northern Negeb, were the soIl
washed down from the southern hills has been deposited to form

the Beersheba plain, shown in green on the map, Th.s a eis3
about 725,000 acres 'in extent and contains about. 41O0 OO0 acresof

cultivable land, a considerable portion of the plain being oovered
by a block of sing sand. Ex..catibonh shown that ther a

already sand at Khalasa in the third to the forth centuy A,

Of this cultivable area, every acre that can be congmiailly sovn
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is already cultivated by its present Beduin owners. These Beduin

are keen farmers and very much alive to the possibility of

improving their agricultural methods. Tractor. ploughing has made

considerable strides within recent years and an In oresing area is

being planted each year with frult trees.

11. The population of the area is not exactly known

but it was estimated to be 51,082 at the 1931 en ssRegistration

of births and deaths is not carried out among the eBeduin, bu1tIf

the population has increased at the sarre rate- as the Moelem

population of the rest of Palestine, it must now be about 75OOO

persons, representing some 17,000 families, The average holding

of cultivable land is thus about 25 acres a family.

12. This area certainly cannot be regarded as

excessive. The average annual rainfall in the tract is less than

twelve inches and is subject to considerable fluctuation, b ing

often entirely inadequate .It is generally accepted that, in a

cycle of seven years, the crops in the northern Nogeb. fail

completely in two years on account of drought, suffer from

semi-failure in three and produce. a good crop in two years only,

In other words, the cultivator raise S 3'full crops in seven

years storing the surplus obtained in a good yea for conmpto.n

in a bad one, so that the real value of a family holding i

equivalent only to about 12 aor elsewhere in Palestineo This

area is much below any reasonable subsistence a of real

of the nature here in question.

3.-c There is thus no scope for further population in.

the northern Negeb unless intensive cultivation can be Introduc:d

and of this there is no present prospect. The rainfall is co

scanty and so precarious that no reliance can be placd on it and

any extension of cultivation must therefore depend uponl he

provision of an additional and assured water supply. A n attempt

made in 1935 to store water by means of a dam across one Of tho
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typical valleys proved a failure as the soil was found to be to

porous that practically the whole supply was lost either in the

eatohment or in the reservoirs A survey of the area was

therefore put in hand in order to ascertain whether sub-voil

water, which could be raised from wells, was available. The

results were extremely disappointing Of sixteen wells, sunk at

sites which, as the result of prolonged geophysical .and

geological investigation,, appeared to be exceptionally fY'1aboua

and some of which were driven to a depth o a thousandfo,

fourteen were complete failures and the water in the other two a

so saline that the possibility of making any use of itt i.

doubtful. The survey proved cnclusively tht there is no N p ct

of any large-scale development in the northern Negeb) depenent on

sub-soi. water.

14 . Nor is there any better propect of a

development dependent on surface flow A few smal. chems fr

the diversion of occasional floods may be possible but suitable

sites are few and far between. As regards cana, mos of the

plain is too high to be commanded and even the vey optimisti

Ha:s-Savage scheme admitted the impossibility y of irrating more

than the north-west> corner, shown In a a. i:lrerhade of grn n te

map. The authors of the scheme further admitted th a, there was

insufficient water in Palestine to provide for this area and that

the irrigation proposed could only be effected if the L a

water from the Litani available for the purpose Ths is a ofit

improbable assumption;, first, because there are irrigationand

hydro-electric schemes under consideration ii the Xebanon whi

will require the whole supply of that river and, secondly;,

because there is little prospect that any Arab State would

voluntarily make water available in order to promote fther. Jei

immigration, into and settlement in Palestine.

15",The claim that there is wide scope f or Jewishl

settlement in the Ilegeb is thus wholly without oundaio inth

another n/



northern portion because it is already carrying as large a

population as it can or is likely to be able to. bear, in the

southern portion because there is neither soil nor water, nor

indeed any other facility conducive to settlement, It is, however,

usually found that, when the Jews refer to the Negeb, they are

speaking not of the Beersheba Sub-di8triCot but rather of the

heavily populated coastal plain of the Gaza Sub-distric south of

Isdud, the only portion of the coastal plain in which th.ey havp

not already acquired large holdings. The position of their -

recently founded settlement, ®Negba", which is shown n h" a

suppoxrts this interpretation. This is no new undeveloped aea,

settlement in which re quires to be judged by special rds;

the problem here is the sarn as that of further J eish settlement

in any already thiokly populated part of Palestifn

16, The statement, so often made for propaganda

purposes, that nearly half of Pals.tn Is stll1. empty. and aaiable

for settlemnt is roughly -speaking true as regards its eptins

but altogether false and misleading as regard ds Its availbilty

for settlement.

14.1.47'
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